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Abstract: This study addresses the potential contribution of the first pair of Galileo FOC satellites
sent into incorrect highly eccentric orbits for geodetic and surveying applications. We began with an
analysis of the carrier to noise density ratio and the stochastic properties of GNSS measurements.
The investigations revealed that the signal power of E14 & E18 satellites is higher than for regular
Galileo satellites, what is related to their lower altitude over the experiment area. With regard
to the noise of the observables, there are no significant differences between all Galileo satellites.
Furthermore, the study confirmed that the precision of Galileo data is higher than that of GPS,
especially in the case of code measurements. Next analysis considered selected domains of precise
instantaneous medium-range positioning: ambiguity resolution and coordinate accuracy as well as
observable residuals. On the basis of test solutions, with and without E14 & E18 data, we found that
these satellites did not noticeably influence the ambiguity resolution process. The discrepancy in
ambiguity success rate between test solutions did not exceed 2%. The differences between standard
deviations of the fixed coordinates did not exceed 1 mm for horizontal components. The standard
deviation of the L1/E1 phase residuals, corresponding to regular GPS and Galileo, and E14 & E18
satellite signals, was at a comparable level, in the range of 6.5–8.7 mm. The study revealed that
the Galileo satellites with incorrect orbits were fully usable in most geodetic, surveying and many
other post-processed applications and may be beneficial especially for positioning during obstructed
visibility of satellites. This claim holds true when providing precise ephemeris of satellites.
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1. Introduction

Galileo—the first European global navigation satellite system providing worldwide positioning,
navigation and timing services—has been under extensive development since the early 2000s. The first
two experimental satellites—GIOVE-A and GIOVE-B—were launched in 2005 and 2008, respectively.
The satellites were the part of the Galileo System Test Bed (GSTB) [1]. After the initial delay of
the programme, in recent years we can observe acceleration of the system development. The final
constellation will comprise 30 satellites in total, evenly spread on three medium earth orbits including
24 operational plus two spare satellites per plane defining 24/3/1 Walker constellation [2,3]. At present
(October 2017) the Galileo constellation consists of 18 satellites; however, this includes one with
“not unusable”, two with “testing” and one with “not available” status. The current constellation
consists of satellites belonging to in-orbit validation (IOV) and full operational capability (FOC) phases.
The former phase, which has already been accomplished, used four satellites launched in 2011 and
2012 to validate the system. The latter comprises operational satellites launched from 2014 onwards.
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On 22 August 2014, the first two FOC satellites (GSAT0201-E18 and GSAT0202-E14), also named
Doresa and Milena, respectively, were unintentionally injected into a wrong orbit. The failure was
caused by a technical problem—specifically, by an interruption of propellant supply to the thrusters.
On the next day, it was announced that the actual inclination of these satellites’ orbits is ~5◦ lower than
the nominal one. Furthermore, the eccentricity of the orbit reached 0.29, which is much higher than the
nominal one of 0.0002. Therefore, these satellites were in December 2014 and March 2015 moved by
a series of correction manoeuvres into an improved, but still highly eccentric, orbit. This, however,
consumed a significant amount of the on-board fuel. Afterwards, the satellites started transmission of
the navigational signals [4]. Selected parameters of the actual and nominal E14 & E18 Galileo orbits
are listed in Table 1.

The open question is the potential contribution of the first pair of FOC satellites to the Galileo
services and applications. Due to format restrictions of the orbital parameters, E14 and E18 satellites
are not included in the broadcast navigation message. Specifically, actual deviations of the semimajor
axis and eccentricity exceed the nominal values by far over the limit. Accepting the premise that the
maximum value of the eccentricity applied to the broadcast navigation message is 0.03125, the actual
value exceeds the limit and reaches the level of 0.16. The nominal value of the semimajor axis
(29,600 km) deviates by a value of 1620 km, which also exceeds the limit of 87 km. These facts seem
to prevent the application of the E14 & E18 satellites to real-time solutions. Notwithstanding this,
the satellites’ observations may be applied to post-processing applications, since several GNSS analysis
centres provide post-mission products such as satellite clock corrections and orbits. As former studies
showed, the quality of such E14 & E18 orbits may be considered as not worse than that of nominal
FOC and IOV satellites [5]. Moreover, the eccentricity of the satellite orbits offers several possibilities
for scientific applications including general relativity studies. It is recognised that an elliptic orbit of
a satellite causes a periodic modulation of the gravitational redshift [6]. This phenomenon may be
investigated by taking advantage of the high stability of the on-board H-maser clocks and the high
eccentricity of the E14 & E18 orbits [7]. Furthermore, satellite observations may be used in a number
of post-mission surveying, geodetic, and geodynamics applications, which is, in a sense, the goal of
this paper.

Table 1. Selected parameters of E14 and E18 Galileo FOC satellites’ orbits [8].

Nominal Orbit

GSAT0201 (5-Doresa) GSAT0202 (6-Milena)

PRN Number/NORAD ID E18/40128 E14/40129
Launch Date 22 August 2014 22 August 2014

Signal Transmission Date 29 November 2014 17 March 2015

Semi-major axis (km) 29,599.8 27,978 27,978
Eccentricity 0.0001 0.15601 0.15167

Revolution period (h) 14.08 12.97 12.97
Inclination (◦) 56 49.775 49.874

Minimum orbital height (km) 23,220 17,382 17,382
Maximum orbital height (km) 23,240 25,818 25,818

Since the initial phases of the Galileo program, the observational data were applied and analysed
in several ways. This includes the signal analysis and positioning performance. The former studies
of Galileo signals were devoted to phase and code noise, multipath, and cross-correlation [9–13].
The latter issue, applied to both single-system and multi-constellation single-point positioning, was
investigated in [14–18]. Moreover, at this point we should acknowledge several studies devoted to
precise positioning including both absolute (PPP) and relative (RTK) algorithm development and
performance assessment. Example of single-system and combined PPP results may be found in [19–23],
while the application of GIOVE and IOV Galileo signals to RTK was examined in [13,24]. In [25],
single-frequency RTK positioning was analysed; in [26] selected methods for GPS + Galileo signals
integration were studied and assessed, while [27] was devoted to Galileo IOV + FOC. At this point,
it should be noted that the aforementioned studies did not include Galileo E14 and E18 satellites.
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Moreover, most of these studies, based on real signals, were also limited to close-range RTK—single
short baselines. Therefore, in order to extend knowledge in this field, in this paper we analyse
the potential use of Galileo satellites with highly eccentric orbits in medium-range instantaneous
RTK positioning.

Nowadays, RTK positioning is considered a highly effective and reliable method of precise
coordinate determination and so is a standard in many commercial and scientific applications.
However, the starting point, which was a single-baseline single-system RTK positioning, suffered from
several disadvantages such as limited baseline length and longer time to fix during higher ionosphere
activity. Within the last decades, several advances in the RTK algorithms were introduced. These led
to the development of the network-RTK mode, utilising atmospheric corrections derived from active
reference networks. Taking advantage of these new algorithms, it was possible to extend the distance
between reference sites and user receivers, and thus extend the service coverage area. This resulted
in so-called wide area RTK, with baseline length up to dozens and even hundreds of kilometres
(see [28–31]).

Simultaneously, to support Positioning, Navigation and Timing applications (PNT),
unprecedented interest was directed to algorithm and methodology development for combining
multi-constellation signals. Several contributions were devoted not only to algorithm development
and assessment [26,32], but also to characterisation of the inter GPS-Galileo system biases both in
precise relative (RTK) and absolute methods (PPP) [33–37]. Thus, the RTK method can be considered
as under extensive development and being used for a growing number of applications.

The main objective of this paper is to evaluate the applicability of the E14 & E18 satellites to
precise GNSS positioning. In this contribution we focus on relative kinematic positioning as an
instantaneous solution in multi-baseline mode. The prerequisite of precise relative positioning is the
correct ambiguity resolution. As expected, reliable single-epoch ambiguity resolution is obviously
challenging [38–41]. On the other hand, such an approach is resistant to cycle-slips, and may be
beneficial for better assessing the established and compared positioning scenarios.

To present a comprehensive study, in the following section we start with the analysis of code
and phase signals noise, with special attention paid to E14 & E18 satellites. Such analysis may be
beneficial for establishing, e.g., an advanced stochastic model of positioning [42]. The characteristic
of stochastic properties is followed by presentation of the observation model of multi-constellation
relative kinematic positioning. Furthermore, the performance of the instantaneous multi-station
medium-range positioning is assessed using single-system or combined GPS + Galileo dual-frequency
data. The computations were performed using GNSS data processing software developed at the
University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn. In the last section, a summary and conclusions
are provided.

2. Analysis of Signal Power and Noise

It can be expected that varying the height of E14 and E18 satellites should influence satellite
signal strength and may lead to some modifications of its stochastic properties. Thus, in this work
the positioning performance was preceded by evaluation of phase and code observational noise for
GPS and Galileo measurements, with special attention to E14 and E18 satellites. In order to ensure full
coverage of elevation angle domain by observations, raw data with 1 s interval were processed during
a period of two weeks (3–16 October 2017). The noise analysis involved stations used subsequently
for evaluation of precise positioning, i.e., BYCE, CHLE, IAWA and OLSZ. The experiment was based
on data collected at four sites in Poland (Figure 1). All these sites are equipped with Trimble NETR9
receivers. Three of them are equipped with geodetic TRM115000.00 antennas, whereas the last one
(OLSZ) uses a choke-ring TRM59900.00 antenna.
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at different altitudes. For this purpose, we computed 5-min mean values of C/N0 at two frequencies, 
E1 and E5a, for all FOC Galileo satellites. Subsequently, the reference level of C/N0 for common ones 
was determined through averaging in 10° bins of elevation angle. The summary of these 
computations for two selected stations, IAWA and OLSZ (two top and two bottom panels, 
respectively), is given in Figure 2. According to the results, it can be confirmed that registered C/N0 
values depend on the varying radius of highly eccentric orbits. At high elevations, where satellites 
were practically at minimal altitudes (~17,000–18,000 km), C/N0 increased from 1 and 5 dB-Hz. 
Interestingly, at the first frequency (Figure 2, left column), strong discrepancies between results for 
satellites E14 and E18 are observed, whereas at E5a (right column) they are consistent to each other 
and equal about 2.5 dB-Hz. This divergence was detected at all stations and seems to be related to 
the different power of E1 signal emitted by both satellites. At low elevations the enhancement of C/N0 
did not exceed 2 dB-Hz in all cases. Furthermore, the signal strength values registered at maximal 
height, which was similar to the nominal one of Galileo orbit, are coincident with average C/N0 
pattern obtained for remaining satellites. The common difference between levels of C/N0 for both 
stations (~3 dB-Hz) seems to be connected with different antenna type. The results for sites BYCE and 
CHLE, equipped the same as IAWA, not included here, are generally consistent with the latter. 
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2.1. Signal Power

It is well known that the observational noise is basically related to the power of the satellite
signal at the receiver, and the stochastic properties of GNSS data can be described as a function of
this indicator [43,44]. Furthermore, it was also confirmed that the carrier to noise density ratio (C/N0)
for BDS-IGSO and GEO satellites, which are characterised by a much higher altitude, is 3–4 dB-Hz
lower than common BDS-MEO satellites [45,46]. Thus, the starting point of the investigations given in
this section is the analysis of the carrier to noise density ratio for E14 and E18 satellites registered at
different altitudes. For this purpose, we computed 5-min mean values of C/N0 at two frequencies,
E1 and E5a, for all FOC Galileo satellites. Subsequently, the reference level of C/N0 for common ones
was determined through averaging in 10◦ bins of elevation angle. The summary of these computations
for two selected stations, IAWA and OLSZ (two top and two bottom panels, respectively), is given
in Figure 2. According to the results, it can be confirmed that registered C/N0 values depend on
the varying radius of highly eccentric orbits. At high elevations, where satellites were practically at
minimal altitudes (~17,000–18,000 km), C/N0 increased from 1 and 5 dB-Hz. Interestingly, at the first
frequency (Figure 2, left column), strong discrepancies between results for satellites E14 and E18 are
observed, whereas at E5a (right column) they are consistent to each other and equal about 2.5 dB-Hz.
This divergence was detected at all stations and seems to be related to the different power of E1 signal
emitted by both satellites. At low elevations the enhancement of C/N0 did not exceed 2 dB-Hz in
all cases. Furthermore, the signal strength values registered at maximal height, which was similar to
the nominal one of Galileo orbit, are coincident with average C/N0 pattern obtained for remaining
satellites. The common difference between levels of C/N0 for both stations (~3 dB-Hz) seems to be
connected with different antenna type. The results for sites BYCE and CHLE, equipped the same as
IAWA, not included here, are generally consistent with the latter.
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2.2. Code Measurement Noise

The precision of code observations is generally limited by the combined influence of receiver noise
and site-specific multipath effect. The aggregate impact of both these factors is usually evaluated using
multipath combinations, which are formed from dual-frequency code and phase observations [47].
Under the assumption f1 > f2, the multipath combinations for satellite i and receiver k can be written
as follows:

MP1 = Pi
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−
(
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2
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where P and ϕ are dual-frequency code and phase observables, respectively; λ is the signal wavelength;
M and ε denote multipath and noise effects affected code measurements; B is a constant factor including
ambiguity terms and hardware delay biases (eliminated by the subtracting the mean values of MP1 or
MP2 time series for entire arc; and µ is the constant factor applied for conversion of the ionosphere
delay on first frequency into that on second frequency according to the formula:

µ = f 2
1 / f 2

2 . (3)
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The above equations were applied to generate time series of dual-frequency multipath
combinations for all observational arcs. For this purpose we used code observations C1C, C2W
(GPS), C1X, C5X (Galileo) and the corresponding phase data. Subsequently, their RMSs in 10◦ bins of
elevations were computed separately for GPS, common Galileo, and satellites with eccentric orbits.
The results obtained for two selected stations are presented in Figure 3.
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With regard to results obtained for E14 and E18 satellites, one can conclude that the precision of
their code observations is at the same level as for other Galileo satellites. Comparing only European
satellites, the highest differences in elevation patterns did not exceed 3 cm and seem to be related
to site-specific multipath effect. On the other hand, the results demonstrated significant distinctions
between stations and systems. The former issue is a consequence of choke ring antenna installed at
OLSZ station, which allows improved multipath mitigation. Thus, errors of code observables are
significantly lower than at the IAWA site. The improvement at high elevations reaches about 10 cm for
both Galileo (C1X) and GPS (C1C) code signals. Only in the case of C2W observations is the decrease
of code observation errors for OLSZ site much lower, not exceeding 5 cm. Furthermore, the results
basically confirm that the precision of Galileo code observations outperforms those of the GPS ones.
RMS values of MP1 and MP2 combinations at high elevations for the European system are at the level
of 0.19 m, 0.16 m (IAWA) and 0.08 m, 0.08 m (OLSZ). The corresponding values for GPS are 0.22 m,
0.23 m and 0.13 m, 0.19 m, respectively. The analysis executed for the remaining sites (BYCE and
CHLE) showed a similar precision of code observations as for IAWA station (see Table 2). Analysing
these results, one can also conclude that the precision of E5a code measurements at sites with common
antennas (BYCE, CHLE, IAWA) is higher than for the E1 signal. This improvement, observed for all
three cases, varies between 0.02 m and 0.06 m.
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Table 2. RMS of dual-frequency multipath combinations at zenith (m).

Station
GPS Galileo

(Except #14 and E18) Galileo E14 Galileo E18

MP1 MP2 MP1 MP2 MP1 MP2 MP1 MP2

BYCE 0.20 0.21 0.16 0.14 0.16 0.13 0.16 0.13
CHLE 0.21 0.22 0.19 0.13 0.17 0.13 0.18 0.13
IAWA 0.22 0.23 0.18 0.15 0.20 0.16 0.19 0.17
OLSZ 0.13 0.19 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.08

2.3. Phase Measurement Noise

The analysis of phase noise at a particular frequency is usually performed with zero or ultra-short
baselines, which allows for elimination of short-term variations of atmospheric influence. However,
the stations used in the given experiment belong to active reference networks and are distant from
each other by a few tens of kilometres. In such a case the combined weighted phase noise can be
derived from single-station data using triple-frequency combinations. In our case it was realised using
the difference of two ionosphere-free combinations (DIF) according to the following equation [12,45]:

DIF
(

ϕi
k, f1

, ϕi
k, f2

, ϕi
k, f3

)
= IF

(
ϕi

k, f1
, ϕi

k, f2
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k, f1
, ϕi

k, f3
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f 2
1

f 2
1− f 2

2
− f 2

1
f 2
1− f 2

3

)
λ f1 ϕi

k, f1
− f 2

2
f 2
1− f 2

2
λ f2 ϕi

k, f2
+

f 2
3

f 2
1− f 2

3
λ f3 ϕi

k, f3

(4)

This triple-frequency combination theoretically eliminates all geometric factors and influence
of the first-order term of ionospheric refraction. Thus, the right side of the equation should contain
aggregated weighted phase noise, constant factor including ambiguity term, hardware delay and
inter-frequency biases The last parameter was recognised and investigated in GLONASS (due to
satellite individual frequencies) and GPS signals. However, it was reported in [12,48] that for the latter
system such data are affected by variations of inter-frequency bias, which have to be eliminated.

In this work triple-frequency combinations were created taking advantage of L1, L2, L5 and
E1, E5a, E5b signals of GPS and Galileo systems, respectively. The long-term variations associated
with inter-frequency bias, also observed in our case, were removed using a fourth-order polynomial.
The further algorithm of DIF combination data processing was analogous as in the case of multipath
combinations. A summary of phase noise variations with elevation angle is presented in Figure 4.
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Looking at these results, it can be observed that DIF phase noise for E14 and E18 is slightly lower
(up to 1 mm) than for the other Galileo satellites. On the other hand, this improvement is detectable
only at selected elevations (mainly low) and is probably an effect of the lower multipath in these cases.
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At high elevations the differences do not exceed 0.3 mm and 0.1 mm at IAWA and OLSZ, respectively.
The results from stations with better equipment prove that the level of phase noise for both analysed
satellites is the same as for the others. The comparison of RMS values for IAWA and OLSZ sites
confirms that applying a choke ring antenna reduces the phase multipath in the entire elevation angle
domain. As a consequence, RMS of DIF combination declines from 2.3 mm and 8.8 mm to 1.6 mm and
5.0 mm at high and low elevations, respectively. Unfortunately, OLSZ station did not record the third
GPS frequency, and thus the discussed results are given for IAWA station only. Taking into account
ionosphere-free combination coefficients, it can be expected that RMS of DIF for the GPS system should
be higher, but only by about 5% (assuming the same precision at all frequencies). However, in the case
of IAWA this deterioration is about 25%, suggesting that Galileo phase observations are less noisy.
These findings need further investigation.

3. Instantaneous Multi-Constellation Relative Positioning: Methodology and Performance

Our first goal in this section is to briefly present a multi-constellation geometry-based relative
positioning model. This is followed by an empirical evaluation of the instantaneous positioning with
a focus on the application of Galileo E14 and E18 satellites.

3.1. Loosely Combined Relative Positioning Model with Parameterised Ionospheric Delays

Nowadays, there are several functional models for combined processing of multi-constellation
signals in a relative mode with double-differences (DD) (see [26]). Basically, we can distinguish between
two general approaches: intra-system and inter-system combination. The former uses separate pivot
satellite for each constellation when forming double-differenced observables. Thus, the observational
model is free from the DD observables formed across constellations. This methodology can be
considered a classical approach, applied commonly to constellations with no overlapping frequencies.

The latter approach, termed tightly integrated or tightly coupled, uses a single common pivot
satellite for all constellations. As a result, in this positioning model there are both intra-system and
inter-system DD observables (mixed). Such an approach can be especially beneficial in urban canyons
with limited satellite visibility, due to a higher number of DD observables in comparison to the
intra-system combination. When using the tight integration we do not lose one satellite as pivot
per constellation. The prerequisite of application of the tight integration is the presence of common
frequencies in combined constellation, such as L1/E1 and L5/E5a in GPS and Galileo [49].

This model can strengthen the solution; however, it requires handling of inter-system biases.
Specifically, in the relative mode these biases are differential values (differential ISBs). As studies show,
the phase and code differential ISBs may be considered stable [37]. This creates an opportunity for
priori calibration of the biases and further correction of observations. As a result, inter-system phase
ambiguities for overlapping frequencies may be fixed to their integer values. At this point we should
also highlight the most recent contributions considering an inter-system model with no overlapping
frequencies. A tightly combined GPS + BDS RTK model with real-time estimation of differential ISB
was proposed in [50]. Nevertheless, as studies show, both tight and loose coupling may provide
comparative performance, especially in the case of a high number of tracked satellites [26,50]. Thus,
considering the above, in this study we apply an intra-system model for assessing the performance of
the relative kinematic positioning with the use of Galileo E14 & E18 satellites.

Over the last decades several approaches were recognised for modelling of the ionospheric delay
in relative GNSS positioning. Their application mainly depends on the baseline length, state of the
ionosphere, positioning mode or session length. Among others, one highly effective approach is the
ionosphere weighted model, commonly applied for medium- and long-range RTK [38,39,51–54] as well
as instantaneous positioning [40,55]. The ionosphere weighted model can be considered a generalised
approach to ionosphere delay parameterisation, taking into account information on both a priori values
of ionosphere delays and its stochastic properties. Thus, the estimated DD ionospheric delays are
weighted in the model estimation process by the application of the pseudo-observables, which allows
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for constraining parameters using a priori variance factors. Thanks to the above, it is possible to tune
these parameters to the expected values of the factual double differenced ionospheric delays. If we,
however, do not introduce a priori information of the ionosphere delays, the model can be labelled the
ionosphere float. On the other hand, positioning supported with ionospheric corrections considered as
errorless is commonly termed the ionosphere fixed model [56]. The latter approach is, however, not
applied in this study, since we take advantage of ionosphere float model.

The relative positioning model based on geometry with parameterised ionospheric delays is given
in Equation (5). The equations are presented for dual frequency phase and code observables; however,
the model may be extended for multi-frequency signals accordingly [32]:

λ f1 ϕ
ij
kl, f1

= ρ
ij
kl + Tij

kl − Iij
kl + λ f1 Nij

kl, f1
+ ε

ij
kl,ϕ, f1

Pij
kl, f1

= ρ
ij
kl + Tij

kl + Iij
kl + ε

ij
kl,P, f1

λ f2 ϕ
ij
kl, f2

= ρ
ij
kl + Tij

kl − µIij
kl + λ f2 Nij

kl, f2
+ ε

ij
kl,ϕ, f2

Pij
kl, f2

= ρ
ij
kl + Tij

kl + µIij
kl + ε

ij
kl,P, f2

(5)

where λ is the signal wavelength, ϕ is the carrier phase observable in cycles, P is the code pseudorange,
ρ denotes the geometric satellite to receiver range, N is the integer ambiguity, superscripts i, j and
k, l states for satellites and stations, respectively, subscripts f 1 and f 2 correspond to the first and
second applied frequencies, I is the ionospheric delay at the first frequency, ε denotes multipath and
observation noise.

T is the tropospheric delay, the double differenced value of which can be denoted as:

Tij
kl =

(
αi

kZTDk − α
j
kZTDk − αi

lZTDl + α
j
l ZTDl

)
, (6)

where ZTD is the tropospheric total zenith delay and α is the troposphere mapping function coefficient.
ZTDs may be introduced as known values derived from global tropospheric models (troposphere
fixed model) or treated as constrained parameters whose a priori values are corrected via estimation of
the corrections (troposphere-weighted model).

Since the linearized equations are formed independently for each constellation, there are no
inter-system DD observables. The vector of unknowns is expressed as follows:

x =
[
δXk, δYk, δZk, δXl , δYl , δZl , δZTDk, δZTDl , Nij

kl . . . Nij
kl , Iij

kl . . . Iij
kl

]T
, (7)

where {δXk, δYk, δZk, δXl , δYl , δZl} are the corrections to a priori geocentric coordinates of the stations,

{δZTDk, δZTDl} are the residual zenith tropospheric delays,
{

Nij
kl . . . Nij

kl

}
denotes the set of phase

ambiguities for selected DD intra observables and, finally,
{

Iij
kl . . . Iij

kl

}
denotes the set of epoch-specific

DD ionospheric delays.
The final solution with resolved double-differenced ambiguities is performed via a four-step

procedure: (1) the float solution; (2) the ambiguity resolution; (3) the ambiguity validation; (4) the
fixed solution obtained via parameter update, taking into account fixed ambiguities from step (2).
The details of the processing strategy are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3. Processing strategy and session summary.

Date and Time of Session 3–5 October 2017 00:00–24:00 UTC

Baselines’ lengths 61–62 km

GNSS constellations GPS & Galileo

Observation types dual frequency phase and pseudorange

Frequencies L1 & L2 (GPS), E1 & E5a (Galileo)

Session length & solution Instantaneous (single-epoch) relative solution

# of solutions per day 288 independent single-epoch solution per day (@300 s)

Tropospheric delay mitigation a priori values from Modified Hopfield + GMF mapping
function + tightly constrained estimation of the residual ZTD

Ionospheric delay mitigation constrained estimation of DD first-order ionospheric delays
(ionosphere float model)

Elevation cut-off angle 10◦

Ephemeris Precise final from CODE (COM) [57]

Observation weighting scheme Elevation-dependent

Ambiguities handling Fixed to integers with M-Lambda [58] and validated with
W-ratio [59]

A priori standard deviation of undifferenced observations 0.2 m and 0.002 m for code and phase (E1/L1), respectively
σL2 = σL1·λL2/λL1 σE5a = σL1·λE5a/λL1

Estimation method least squares adjustment with a priori parameter constraining
(single-epoch)

3.2. Performance Assessment of Precise Positioning with Focus on E14 and E18 Galileo Satellites

3.2.1. Data Selection & Experiment Design

As stated previously, the hypothesis of the applicability of E14 and E18 satellites to positioning
was verified on the basis of a multi-baseline, single-epoch RTK solution. For this purpose, the
mathematical model given in Section 3.1 was applied to dual-frequency observations (L1/L2 &
E1/E5a). The distribution of stations and test baselines used in the experiment is presented in
Figure 1. We used one station as a simulated rover receiver (OLSZ), as well as three surrounding
permanent stations serving as reference sites (IAWA, CHLE, BYCE), being a part of the VRSNet active
reference network [60]. As a consequence, the baselines were of similar length and reached ~60 km.
The observational data covered three days, 3–5 October 2017, and were sampled at 30 s intervals.

All sites were occupied by Trimble NETR9 receivers. BYCE, IAWA and CHLE sites were equipped
with TRM115000.00 antennas, while at OLSZ station a choke ring model TRM59900.00 was used.
Due to the lack of antenna phase centre offset and variation models for the Galileo E5a, E5b, E5 and E6
signals, the correction values corresponding to GPS L2 signals were applied. We believe that this may
have a small impact on the positioning results due to the use of Galileo E5a observables. Nevertheless,
at this time there is no better solution to this problem. Several processing scenarios were established
for the experimental verification of the hypothesis (see Table 4). The first and second scenarios apply
a single system: GPS or Galileo. The third scenario takes advantage of a combined model including
Galileo satellites on incorrect orbits (E14 & E18). The last strategy is based on a combined solution;
however, it excludes these two satellites. By analysing the results of the last two scenarios, we evaluated
the impact of Galileo E14 & E18 on the performance of the precise positioning.

Table 4. Processing scenarios.

# Constellations

1. GPS
2. Galileo
3. Combined GPS + Galileo with E14 and E18
4. Combined GPS + Galileo without E14 and E18
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The performance assessment was based on several indicators of solution quality related to the
ambiguity resolution—coordinate domains as well as observable residuals. The empirical ambiguity
resolution success rate (ASR) was used for the evaluation of the ambiguity resolution process.
This indicator was computed as a ratio of epochs with correctly fixed ambiguities with respect to the
number of processed epochs. The quality of the fixed solution in the coordinate domain was based on
the standard deviation (std) of coordinate residuals with respect to the target (reference) position. In the
residual domain we characterised descriptive measures such as standard deviation. This description is
also presented in residual histograms.

3.2.2. Geometry and Configuration of the Satellites during the Experiment

Figure 5 depicts the number of tracked satellites and corresponding PDOP values at Olsztyn
during three days of processed data. The values are given for GPS and Galileo, as well as for a combined
solution. As can be seen from the figure, the number of visible GPS satellites varied from five to 11;
however, most of the time their number was in the range of 8–10. As a consequence, the PDOP values
in most cases did not exceed the level of 2.5. This indicates relatively good conditions in terms of the
geometric distribution of satellites. In the case of a combined solution, the PDOP values were obviously
lower, in most cases below 2. On the other hand, judging on the basis of the number of Galileo satellites,
one can expect a significant deterioration of the solution based solely on this constellation. With the
current Galileo constellation, the number of satellites most of the time did not exceed six, but some periods
accidentally reached seven or eight (Figure 5 solid green line). However, there were time intervals when
the number of satellites equalled five or less; this accounted for 37% and 28% of the time, respectively.
Thus, PDOP reached a significantly higher level than in the case of the GPS constellation. For 25% of the
time, PDOP for the Galileo system was higher than 5 (Figures 5 and 6). Therefore, we can conclude that the
geometric distribution of the Galileo satellites above the area of interest was not favourable for positioning,
especially regarding the single-epoch mode.
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Figure 5. Number of tracked satellites (solid lines) and PDOP (dotted lines) corresponding to GPS-only
constellation—red, Galileo-only constellation—green, GPS + Galileo—magenta).
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Figure 6. Histogram of PDOP values during experimental period. GPS constellation—red,
Galileo constellation—green.

Figure 7 presents sky plots of the Galileo and GPS constellations over the area of interest. We can
clearly see from the figure the deviation of E14 and E18 altitudes from the nominal values (dark blue
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lines). While the nominal altitude of Galileo satellites reaches over ~23,200 km, E14 and E18 satellites
were tracked at a significantly lower height above the Earth (below 18,000 km). Moreover, when the
E14 and E18 satellites are close to their minimal orbital height, they are observed at high elevation
angles at experiment localisation. As is well known, GPS orbits with altitude lower than Galileo equal
~20,200 km, hence in Figure 7 they are marked with azure.
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relation to its altitude over OLSZ station during the test period (3, 4, 5 October 2017, from left to right).

3.2.3. Performance Assessment of Instantaneous Positioning

We start the evaluation of the processing results with the ambiguity resolution domain.
A GPS-based instantaneous solution results in a very high level of the ambiguity resolution success rate,
from 97% to 99%. Therefore, no significant improvement triggered by the addition of the Galileo signals
should be expected. The solution based on the Galileo-only constellation experienced a significantly
lower success rate. ASR in this case did not exceed 33%, which may be attributed to the current Galileo
constellation, and consequently, the number of tracked satellites resulting in high PDOP. A similar
effect on short-baseline Galileo processing was found in other studies [27]. In that case, researchers
indicated the important impact of the multipath effect and, therefore, applying multipath corrections
resulted in a significant enhancement of the ambiguity fixing reliability.

According to our results, we did not, in turn, notice a significant influence on the ambiguity
resolution success rate caused by the application or elimination of two Galileo satellites with incorrect
orbits. On the first day of the experiment we obtained the same level of this percentage (96%) for
both multi-constellation solutions (scenarios #3 and #4). On the next days, this discrepancy was at an
insignificant level (1–2%). Comparing the ambiguity success rate from the coupled solution including
Galileo satellites with incorrect orbits (#3) with that from the solution excluding them (#4), we can
judge that the signals from these satellites did not noticeably influence the quality of the ambiguity
resolution process.

In the following, the positioning results in coordinate domain are discussed. Table 5 summarises
the standard deviations of fixed solution derived for consecutive scenarios, whereas Figure 8 shows
the scatter plots of single-epoch coordinate residuals for a sample day (3 October 2017). The highest
precision of coordinates was obtained with the use of a sole GPS constellation. In this case the
standard deviation reached 0.9–1.2 cm, 0.6 cm, and 2.0–2.8 cm for the N, E and U components,
respectively (Table 5). The results are in agreement with previous studies where researchers indicated
the higher accuracy of a single-constellation GPS-based solution than for combined ones using Galileo
or BDS [61–63]. Looking at the Galileo-based solution, we can clearly see the deterioration of the
precision of height component, since the std reached 5.5–6.6 cm on 3–4 October 2017 and 12.8 cm
on the last day of the experiment. On the other hand, plane coordinates were determined with
only a slightly lower precision with respect to the GPS-based solution. In these cases, the std of N,
E components was in the range of 1.5–1.7 cm and 1.2–1.4 cm, respectively. Since higher deterioration
was observed in the height component, this may indicate that poor satellite geometry is the main
source of this phenomenon.
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Looking at the precision of the solutions based on coupled GPS + Galileo signals, again we cannot
detect any significant impact on the coordinate domain caused by signals from a pair of Galileo FOC
satellites with incorrect orbits. The discrepancies between std of fixed coordinates did not exceed 1 mm
for horizontal components, whereas in the case of height this difference reached 6 mm on 3 October
(Table 4). We, however, do not link this with the quality of E14 & E18 satellite signals, but with
unfavourable Galileo satellites geometry.

Having investigated the results in the ambiguity resolution and coordinate domains, the following
analysis was based on the observation residuals. Here we focus on the residuals corresponding to
dual-frequency phase signals. Close attention was paid to the observations of the Galileo E14 and E18
satellites. At this point we should recall that the residuals correspond to double-differenced observables.Remote Sens. 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  13 of 19 
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Figure 8. Scatter plots of coordinate residuals obtained on 3 October 2017 for tested scenarios. Grey and
green dots represent float and fixed solutions, respectively.
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Table 5. Empirical standard deviation (in cm) of the rover coordinates obtained in fixed solution.

GPS Galileo GPS + Galileo with E14 & E18 GPS + Galileo without E14 & E18 Satellites

3 October 2017 (276 DOY)

N 0.9 1.5 1.2 1.1
E 0.6 1.2 0.8 0.8
U 2.1 5.5 2.9 2.3

4 October 2017 (277 DOY)

N 0.9 1.7 1.2 1.1
E 0.6 1.4 0.8 0.8
U 2.0 6.6 2.5 2.5

5 October 2017 (278 DOY)

N 1.2 1.9 1.3 1.3
E 0.6 1.3 0.9 0.9
U 2.8 12.8 3.3 3.4

As an example, Figures 9 and 10 show L1/E1 and L2/E5a phase residuals obtained on 3 October
2017. For better distinction, these values were depicted with separate colours for GPS, Galileo, E14 and
E18 signals. Moreover, Figure 11 presents L1/E1 phase residuals in the function of satellite elevation
and Figure 12 depicts elevation angle of the E14 and E18 satellites. In general, the figures did not reveal
important differences in DD observable residuals between GPS, Galileo, E14 and E18 satellites. We did not
recognise the outliers in the signals from the FOC satellites with incorrect orbits. A more detailed analysis
may be performed on the basis of residuals’ histograms and selected statistical measures. The former are
presented in Figure 13. The latter were given in Table 6.
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Figure 13. Histograms of phase residuals corresponding to L1/E1 and L2/E5a on 3 October 2017.

Table 6. Empirical standard deviation of phase observable residuals based on multi-baseline
single-epoch solution (in mm).

GPS L1 GPS L2 Gal E1 E14 E1 E18 E1 Gal E5a E14 E5a E18 E5a

3 October 7.4 10.3 7.3 8.0 7.0 13.9 12.3 15.4
4 October 7.0 10.3 7.3 8.7 7.5 14.6 16.3 15.8
5 October 7.8 10.3 7.7 8.5 6.5 14.6 17.3 14.7

Table 6 summarises the results in the observation residuals domain obtained with scenario
#3. Specifically, we give the values of the standard deviation of phase residuals obtained on the
corresponding days of the positioning experiment. In addition, Figure 13 visualises the distribution of
the phase residuals of the selected satellites and systems obtained on 3 October 2017.

As we can see from Table 6, the standard deviation of the L1/E1 phase residuals, corresponding
to GPS, Galileo, E14 and E18 signals, were at a comparable level, in the range of 6.5–8.7 mm. Slightly
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higher values were recognised for residuals of double-differenced observables formed with the
application of E14 satellites (up to 8.7 mm), whereas in the case of E18 signals these indicators
were in the range of 6.5–7.5 mm. At the same time the std for observables formed with Galileo satellites
other than E14 & E18 were within 7.3–7.7 mm. According to this, we do not see important differences
between residuals corresponding to signals of satellites with incorrect orbit and others. In the case of
L2 and E5a frequencies, we found that the std of phase residuals was at a higher level with respect to
L1/E1. This may be explained in two ways. First, the weighting scheme distinguishes the observable
weights between frequencies. Specifically, the weights are correlated to the ratio of applied frequencies
with respect to L1/E1 [64]. Therefore, L2 and E5a signals are depicted with lower weights than L1/E1.
This ratio is obviously more significant when E1 & E5a signals are used than in the case of L1 &
L2. Moreover, we should note the lack of official antenna phase centre offsets and variations for E5a
signals. In this case, corrections corresponding to L2 frequency are applied. For GPS signals the std
of L2 phase residuals equalled 10.3 mm, whereas this reached 14.6 mm in the case of Galileo satellite
signals excluding E14 and E18. In the case of the latter satellites, the standard deviation of the E5a
phase residuals of DD observables was in the range 12.3–17.3 mm. Judging on the basis of observable
residuals, the FOC satellites with incorrect orbits did not stand out.

4. Summary and Conclusions

This contribution evaluates the performance of the coupled Galileo + GPS instantaneous
medium-range positioning, with special attention paid to the application of the Galileo FOC
satellites—E14 & E18—launched into incorrect elliptic orbital planes. Therefore, the main goal of
the paper was to investigate the potential capability of these satellites in surveying and geodetic
applications. In the paper we provided both a methodology of coupled instantaneous medium-range
positioning and experimental performance analysis.

In the first part of the study, we focused on the analysis of the signal power and noise of Galileo
E14 & E18 satellites, comparing the results to other GPS and Galileo satellites. It was confirmed that
the signal power of E14 & E18 satellites was basically higher than the signals of other Galileo satellites
(up to 53 dB-Hz). This was clearly related to their lower orbital altitude over the area of the test
stations. On the other hand, analysis of observational noise did not reveal any differences between
all the European satellites. The inter-system comparison of the noise (GPS and Galileo) proved that
the precision of code measurement of the latter was significantly better. The same effect, though less
pronounced, was also observed in triple-frequency combination of phase observations.

Further analysis was based on the positioning experiment and considered ambiguity resolution
and coordinate domains as well as observable residuals. We confirmed the high performance of the
instantaneous medium-range positioning based on the GPS-only constellation, providing unobstructed
visibility of the satellites. When adding in Galileo observations, we did not see an important change
in the performance of the ambiguity resolution. Both solutions, GPS and GPS + Galileo, provided
competitive rates of ambiguity resolution success, reaching up to 99%. On the basis of the two scenarios,
one with and one without E14 & E18 satellites, we found that the Galileo satellites launched into
eccentric orbital planes did not deteriorate the ambiguity resolution process. On the other hand,
we experienced significant worsening in the ambiguity domain when the Galileo-only constellation
was applied. We believe that this was caused by the current uncompleted constellation and thus poor
geometry of the Galileo satellites over the experimental area.

Having analysed the precision of the solutions based on the coupled GPS + Galileo constellation,
we can conclude that the E14 & E18 satellites do not have any negative impact on the coordinate
domain. The differences between the standard deviation of fixed coordinates did not exceed 1 mm for
plane components, whereas in the case of height this difference reached 6 mm.

According to the obtained results, again we do not see any increased observation residuals
corresponding to signals of E14 and E18. The standard deviation of the L1/E1 phase residuals
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corresponding to GPS, Galileo and E14 & E18 satellite signals were at a comparable level, in the range
of 6.5–8.7 mm.

Considering the above, precise positioning using Galileo satellites launched into incorrect orbital
planes is feasible. Therefore, these satellites are applicable to most geodetic, surveying and many other
solutions. This claim, however, holds true providing the precise ephemeris of the satellites.
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